
Name of Teacher:
Grade: Scripture Used:
Title of Lesson:

OBJECTIVES
Historical Context: 3 Parts – 1. Historical Situation 2. Historical choice made 3. Historical result

Timeless Truth: 3 Parts that parallel the Historical, but remove time bound principles and ideas

Culturally relevant application & Questions: The timeless truth with today’s cultural context added

Historical Lead-Up: Review history already taught or relevant history important to this lesson’s story.

Read the whole passage of Scripture: This can be broken up and read in pieces by students, the teacher may read, or you can 
use a digital source like Bible Gateway’s dramatic bible reading feature.
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*Worldview Connection



Introduction: A personal example, illustration, set of questions to grab student’s attention and lead them into the first point of the
lesson or become a hinge point throughout the lesson.

Transition: A seamless plan for moving from your introduction into your lesson without creating a distinguishable change so that
students do not turn off once the interesting story or illustration is over and the Bible story begins.

Lesson Outline: Writing out all the key main and supporting
points of the historical context. This is the narrative. This is 
what you use to help you story-tell the lesson. The better the 
teacher knows the story, the less they will feel to tied down to 
the paper.

Add-On’s: A connection to real life, another
example or illustration, Questions to get 
students to stop and think, taking time to look 
over a map, etc…
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Conclusion: This is not to be the moment where the teacher flips the switch and reteaches 
about how this lesson applies to us today. Most of that should have been woven into the lesson 
at key points of tension and choice. There may be trace amounts of that here, but the main 
purpose for a conclusion is to provide closure, questions that leave the students thinking 
further, or a practical challenge.
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